I had an action to “Compare the xidmodifications.txt characters in UTS #39 against the ICANN list(s) of maximal starting repertoire characters, and add as appropriate for 8.0.” See also icann.org/news/announcement-2-2015-04-27-en.

I added values from MSR-2 that looked pretty straightforward, mapping their reasons for exclusion onto the Type values used in UTS #39 (http://www.unicode.org/reports/tr39/proposed.html#Identifier_Status_and_Type). In my sources, these are marked as “from MSR-2”. In general their principles seem to line up with UTS #39’s, although there are some differences, because MSRs has a narrower scope.

I didn’t add any exclusions that didn’t have an explicit reason, and didn’t add Han or Bopomofo exclusions, since they appear to need more thought. (The reasons for their exclusion from MSRs-2 are given in the overview document icann.org/en/system/files/files/msr-2-overview-14apr15-en.pdf). I also excluded items that were in CLDR exemplar sets, until their status could be investigated. Those are commented out with # below, such as #04CA.

1. I should take an action to prepare a document for 9.0 reviewing the ones I didn’t add, and also reviewing any changes in MSRs versions over the coming months.
2. The UTC may want to revert some of these changes, or may wish to defer all of them until 9.0 (allowing more time for review). So I’m listing them here separately for review.

048B; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( å ) [Ll, Cyrillic] CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER SHORT I WITH TAIL
048D; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( l ) [Ll, Cyrillic] CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER SEMISOFT SIGN
048F; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( p ) [Ll, Cyrillic] CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER ER WITH TICK
04C4; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( § ) [Ll, Cyrillic] CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER KA WITH HOOK
04C6; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( a ) [Ll, Cyrillic] CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER EL WITH TAIL
04C8; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( y ) [Ll, Cyrillic] CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER EN WITH HOOK
#04CA; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( ř ) [Ll, Cyrillic] CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER EN WITH TAIL
04CE; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( m ) [Ll, Cyrillic] CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER EM WITH TAIL
04F7; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( r ) [Ll, Cyrillic] CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER GHE WITH DESCENDER
04FB; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( ř ) [Ll, Cyrillic] CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER GHE WITH STROKE AND HOOK
04FF; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( ĥ ) [Ll, Cyrillic] CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER HA WITH HOOK
0511; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( ŧ ) [Ll, Cyrillic] CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER REVERSED ZE
0513; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( ũ ) [Ll, Cyrillic] CYRILLIC SMALL LETTER EL WITH HOOK
08B2; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( ? ) [Lo, Arabic] ARABIC LETTER ZAIN WITH INVERTED V ABOVE
0A01; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( ‘ ) [Mn, Gurmu] GURMUKHI SIGN ADAK Bindi
#0C01; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( ` ) [Mc, Telugu] TELUGU SIGN CANDRABINDU
0F6A..0F6C; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( .. ) [Lo., Tibetan.] TIBETAN LETTER FIXED-FORM RA..
0F82..0F83; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( ’.. ’ ) [Mn., Tibetan.] TIBETAN SIGN NYI ZLA NAA DA..
0FAE..0FB0; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( .. ) [Mn., Tibetan.] TIBETAN SUBJOINED LETTER ZHA..
0FC6; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( .. ) [Mn, Tibetan] TIBETAN SYMBOL PADMA GDAN
1028; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( .. ) [Lo, Myanmar] MYANMAR LETTER MON E
1033..1034; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( .. ) [Mn., Myanmar.] MYANMAR VOWEL SIGN MON IL
1050..1060; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( .. ) [Lo., Myanmar.] MYANMAR LETTER SHA..
1065..1074; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( .. ) [Lo., Myanmar.] MYANMAR LETTER WESTERN PWO KAREN THA..
109A..109D; Uncommon Use # from MSR-2 ( .. ) [Mc., Myanmar.] MYANMAR SIGN KHAMTI TONE-1..